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*Part 1 – Open to the public ITEM NO.

REPORT OF

The Strategic Director for Service Reform

TO

Procurement Board

ON

16th October 2019

TITLE:  Approval for procurement of IT hardware 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the Procurement Board:

(1) Approve procurement for replacement hardware to support UV transition

(2) Approve procurement for additional IT hardware to support SCC Windows 10 
rollout 

(3) Grant authority to retender for supply of IT hardware through existing framework 
or collaboration with existing partner authorities 

Detail required

Contract Reference TBC
Title/Description of Contracted 
Service/Supply/Project IT Hardware

Name of Contractor XMA
Type of organisation
(to be supplied by Corporate 
Procurement)

Private Limited Company

Status of Organisation
(to be supplied by Corporate 
Procurement)

Non-SME

Value of Contract £2.5million Per Annum (estimated 
average)

Existing Contract Term 01/09/2016 to 31/05/2020

Contact Officer (Name & number) Peter Cowling (4996)
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Lead Service Group Service Reform & Development

Funding Source Combination of Above (please detail below)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:  

The purpose of this report is to obtain approval for the procurement of IT hardware 
solutions to support the transition of the UV partnership back to Salford City Council,

To obtain approval for expenditure on replacement IT hardware to support upgrade 
of infrastructure to Windows 10 (within existing framework contract agreements)

In addition to obtain approval for the retendering for the supply of IT hardware prior 
to the end of the existing framework agreement through an either an existing 
framework supplier or in collaboration with other partner authorities

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:

EA16 Tender Report – Summary paper produced by Lead Authorities outlining the 
result of the tender process (available on request)

KEY DECISION:  

Yes
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DETAILS: 

1) Approval for procurement for replacement IT hardware to support UV 
transition

The partnership company Urban Vision will transition back to Salford City Council on 
1st February 2020.  As part of the existing infrastructure arrangements all IT 
hardware is supplied by the partnership company Capita, as such all IT hardware 
reverts to their ownership at the end of the contractual arrangement. Consequently 
the council will need to supply up to date IT hardware (laptops etc) to ensure the 
continual operation of these transitioned services on day one.

This is estimated to be at a cost of approximately £250K which has been accounted 
for in the agreed 18/19 capital programme.

Financial benefits

The procurement of this technology can be secured through the use of the existing 
framework agreement EA16 with our supplier XMA. This ensures that competitive 
pricing has been secured and all items have been benchmarked for supply within 
existing framework guidelines, as this is a collaborative framework we can be 
assured that we have obtained discounted pricing based on enhanced volumes from 
other partner authorities.

Risk

Should authority not be grated for this expenditure any services transitioning back 
into Salford will cease to function from 1st February 2020 as employees will be 
unable to connect to relevant systems/solutions.

2) Approval for procurement of additional IT hardware to support SCC 
Windows 10 rollout

Current expenditure overview
Existing replacement IT hardware (laptops/desktops) are procured through existing 
framework contract with supplier XMA.  

Requirements for change

Windows 10 upgrade
The Council has a fleet of 3,381 laptops/desktops which operate using either 
Windows 7 or Windows 10 operating systems from Microsoft.

The Council signed a new 3 year licensing deal for the Windows10 operating system 
in May 2018. This agreement means all the Councils laptops and operating systems 
can now utilise this latest version of the software, however a large number of existing 
devices are not capable of running this new operating system which requires more 
power, memory and enhanced security than its predecessor.
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Risks

Windows 7 operating system is now nearly 10 years old and will reach end of life on 
January 2020. At this point it will no longer be supported by Microsoft which means 
no further security patches and updates will be produced. Systems still using this 
operating system will then become vulnerable to cyber-attack.

To date we have replaced 1256 laptops with higher specification devices and 
Windows 10 operating system leaving 2125 still to do. These devices must be 
replaced as a matter of urgency and before Microsoft support for Windows 7 ceases 
in January 2020 if the Council is to avoid putting systems and data at risk of 
cyberattack. Failure to invest in systems in accordance with advice is false economy, 
and the business of the Council must not be put at risk of cyber-attacks which 
threaten data and the closure of those systems, and the serious legal financial and 
reputational consequences which flow. 

MyWork/BAU requirements

In addition to the above security requirements the authority is exploring significant 
changes to the working practices of its employees to maximise support to our 
customers, this includes the MyWork mobilisation approach enabling employees to 
work from remote locations or at more flexible working hours. In addition other BAU 
procurement requirements will need to be fulfilled to ensure additional equipment 
can be secured as required to accommodate changes in departmental operations.

The replacement for our IT infrastructure in line with the above will help support 
these initiatives whilst ensuring our mobile workforce remains as agile and reactive 
as possible whilst securing the data compliance requirements of the authority in line 
with its current ISO27001 status. 

Financial Implications

The requirements for change as highlighted above require significant investment for 
the authority to ensure that our legal obligations are met and maximum operational 
flexibility and productivity of our workforce can be maintained. It is estimated that 
£2.500m will be required to fund the replacement of the remaining 2125 devices and 
associated peripherals prior to the requirement to upgrade by January 2020.   
Funding for the upgrade of these devices has been secured via capital investment in 
the technology refresh budget and use of the earmarked reserve to support 
transformation. 
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3) Grant authority to retender for supply of IT hardware an existing framework 
or collaboration with existing partner authorities 

The existing framework agreement is due to expire 31/5/2020, this was secured 
under OJEU framework EA16 on 01/09/2016 in collaboration with AGMA authorities. 

Permission is being sought to explore the retendering of this framework where 
possible in collaboration with partner authorities to enable maximum savings through 
the use of available frameworks. This will be in line with existing authority 
governance and will be brought back to procurement board once satisfactory 
evaluation of all opportunities have been explored.

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: 

N/A.

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:

N/A.

ASSESSMENT OF RISK:  

High – If the organisation fails to move its estate to Windows 10 environment then 
the organisation will become vulnerable to cyber-attack. 

SOURCE OF FUNDING:   

Capital programme for supporting UV return

Capital & transformation programme for Windows 10 rollout

Revenue budgets for any BAU upgrade needs 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by: Tony Hatton, Principal Solicitor, tel. 219 6323
When commissioning contracts for the procurement of goods, services or the 
execution of works, the Council must comply with the Public Contracts Regulations 
2015 (PCR) and its own Contractual Standing Orders (CSO’s), failing which a 
contract may be subject to legal challenge from an aggrieved provider. CSO’s 
stipulate that where a suitable framework exists, this must be used unless there is an 
auditable reason not to do so.  

The purpose of a framework agreement is to select, through a 
procurement/evaluation process, a provider who can meet the service requirements 
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of the Council, as and when those services are required. If they are required the 
Council will undertake an exercise to call on the services from one or more of the 
providers who have been selected to be on the framework and this may be through a 
number of ways including further competition or direct award. A contract will then be 
formed between the Council and chosen provider based on the call off contract 
terms of the framework. CSO’s stipulate that where a suitable framework agreement 
exists, this must be used unless there is an auditable reason not to.

The Crown Commercial Service EA16 framework agreement and call off contract 
terms were procured in compliance with OJEU procedures and contain robust terms 
and provide for sufficient rights, protections and remedies for the Council calling off 
this contract under the framework.  

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by: Paul Hutchings

As identified within the main body of the report, a £2.500m investment is required to 
upgrade hardware as a result of the Urban Vision transition, Windows 10 upgrade 
and further development in MyWork methodologies.  A combination of already 
agreed capital funding within the technology refresh budget and earmarked reserves 
have been identified as existing funding streams for this upgrade/replacement 
programme.

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Submitted by: Emma Heyes, Category Manager, 
Corporate Procurement Team 

Trafford Council on behalf of AGMA worked extensively with GM IT Leads in 2016 to 
put in place a new IT hardware contract to replace EA14.  The contract was procured 
through an aggregated E-Auction process which was managed by Crown 
Commercial Services. This was run as a National Further Competition Ref EA16-
NFC39, through the CCS Technology Products (RM1054) Framework, Lot 1 – 
Technology Hardware.

EA16 went live in June 2016 for a two year period with options to extend for two 
further 12 month periods and currently expires in May 2020.

The procurement process is complaint with the requirements of Salford City Councils 
contractual standing orders.

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: 

N/A

CONTACT OFFICER: Steven Fry 
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WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S): N/A


